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February
in
Paris:
it may be

but the sun often peeks through the clouds
and, well-wrapped up in winter clothes, one
can enjoy the city. After a long walk along
the quays of the Seine, the snug cocoon of a
charming, comfortable, authentically-Parisian hotel is
welcome.

a bit chilly,

That is what I had in mind when I chose the decoration
of the Dauphine Saint Germain and the Jeanne d’Arc.
I wanted my guests to benefit from the best of French
craftsmanship and design in all seasons.
So I picked LEGLE, the famous Limoges porcelain
manufacturer, for the crockery, and Pierre Frey, an
outstanding designer, creator and manufacturer of home
furnishing fabrics, for drapes and wallpaper.
I will tell you about them in this newsletter. I will also
share with you a page of history with the Hôtel de
Sully, a private mansion located a few steps away from
the Jeanne d’Arc, and invite you to discover another
specialist in a French art, that of calligraphy.
But I am not forgetting our friends from other countries
and I also include an interview with Tetyana Solovey from
VOGUE UKRAINE. I look forward to seeing you soon in
Paris. Meanwhile, I hope you enjoy reading this issue!

Hotel Jeanne d’Arc

Hôtel
de
Sully
a famous neighbor of
Hotel Jeanne d’Arc

The Hôtel de Sully is a private mansion,
in the Louis XIII style, located at 62 rue
Saint-Antoine in the Marais,in the fourth
arrondissement of Paris.

History

Between 1625 and 1630, Mesme Gallet, the then Comptroller
General, probably had architect Jean Androuet du Cerceau
build a mansion with gardens and an orangery. It had access to
the Place Royale - today the Place des Vosges - and was located
in the Marais, at the time a fashionable district of Paris.
Maximilien de Béthune, second Duke of Sully, former
Superintendent of Finances to King Henri IV, purchased it on
February 23, 1634. He completed the decoration of the mansion,
and spent his last years living there. His grandson Maximilien
commissioned architect François Le Vau to build an additional
wing to the west of the garden in 1660. The Hôtel de Sully still
bears the name of this family who owned the building well into
the 18th century.

The hôtel then passed through the hands of
various owners.
In the 19th century, it became an investment
property and various additions and
alterations were made to accommodate
trades, craftsmen and other tenants. New
owners, more concerned with conservation,
gradually restored the building. In 1862
the building was classified as a monument
historique and it became a state-owned
property in 1944.

A long restoration programme was then
undertaken, which was completed with the
repair of the Orangery in 1973.
Since 1967 it has been the home of the Caisse
nationale des monuments historiques et des
sites, which in 2000 became the Centre des
monuments nationaux. This public body,
under the supervision of the Ministry of
Culture and Communication, is responsible
for the management of historic buildings and
monuments in state care.

Lili
Raphanel
Paris’s star
calligrapher

1.

6.

Where does your passion for calligaphy come from?
My passion for handwriting comes from my father who
I always saw busy writing. And I attended the Rudolf
Steiner Perceval school of pedagogy where I took classes in
calligraphy… That is what gave birth to my passion!

Do you have to do special exercices to prevent pain in your
fingers?
It is an extremely physical job contrary to what one may
think. During Fashion Week, I may have to write 18 hours
a day. But it is mostly my back that hurts!

2.

7.

Did you get some specific training?
At the age of 18, I trained in calligraphy for 4 years at the
Scriptorium in Toulouse where I also learned typography,
logo design and layout.

3.

Modern style or old style?
All my styles are based on the history of handwriting. I
learned about twenty different types of handwriting based
on historic models and I make them modern and personal as
I put them into practice.

4.

How many different techniques do you practice?
I use a metal nib with gouache and calligraphy pens, and
rollers when speed is required.

5.

With the progress in digital writing, what is the future of
calligraphy in your opinion?
A computer will never replace the human hand!

Is there something that you find particularly challenging?
I view each request as a challenge. Meeting deadlines is of
utmost importance to me and my clients always give me
urgent deadlines!

8.

Your clients?
I work essentially in the sectors of luxury and fashion. Dior
has been a steady client of mine for 8 years and, with time,
a relationship of total trust has been established.
Miu Miu and Ralph Lauren also use calligraphy regularly.

9.

Is there a specific place where you get your writing material
in Paris?
Unfortunately Comptoir des Écritures is closed, but it has
been replaced by an online store where the best material can
be found.

10.

Are you left-handed or right-handed?
Right-handed.

Tetyana Solovey

Interview with
Do you remember the name of
the model on the cover of the first
Vogue Ukraine?
Sure, Daria Werbowy – she has Ukrainian roots, so that
was the reason for featuring her on the cover of the first
Vogue Ukraine 3 years ago.

fashion editor from VOGUE Ukraine

1.

Do you believe that luxury is the future of print
publications?
I believe the future lies in a well-designed commercial
approach. The main purpose is to make advertising look
the same as editorial articles to the point of blurring the
line between them.

2.

Taking too many risks is meaningless?
No, I assume it’s the only way to achieve something.

3.

4.

Do you post social media anytime?
Yes, I’m rather quirky on Instagram. For my Facebook
page, I repost extracts of my blogs and write short
pieces of text on whatever is going on that is wired and
curious.

5.

Doc!

Doc Martens or Louboutin?

6.

Vintage or current collections?
Vintage for sure.

7.

Your favorite Eastern European model?
Iana Godnia

8.

Where can we find Vogue Ukraine?
In Ukraine and Condé Nast International offices in
Paris & London.

9.

Rive Gauche or Rive Droite?
Rive Gauche.

10.

Hotel Dauphine St Germain
in 5 words?
w Breakfast-with-a-view
w Windows
w Antique
w Ambiance
w St Germain at its best

Legle:

FIRE AND EARTH
For seven generations, the LEGLE LEGRAND
LEBOUC Company has been passing skills and
expertise down through the family in Limoges,
where they continue the old artisan traditions to
this day. These traditions are now in the safe hands
of Frédéric Lebouc and his team.
This tradition stretches back a long way, but does
not stand in the way of breakthroughs and flashes
of inspired innovation. Here, masterful technique
and visual beauty come together in the very best of
contemporary creative design.
From complete mastery of the kiln-firing process
to the careful incorporation of precious metals,
LEGLE accepts nothing less than the best. That is
why they’ve been awarded the “Living Heritage
Company” label.

Porcelain is born of the earth, offering a unique,
sensual contact which stimulates emotions through
sight and touch. Here, LEGLE is the messenger
between you and the clay, using fire to imbue the
mineral with life and soul and releasing its very
essence. And while the forms may by their very
nature be restricted, the themes are limitless and
the colour pallet is unmatched. It is this hedonistic
beauty which turns tables and the very act of
hosting guests into an art of its own.
Imagination and originality are the guiding forces
behind this underlying search for new wonders and
surprises for the client, the final link in the chain
of creation. It is their demand for the truly unique
that supplies the creator with the crucial spark of
inspiration.
Ennobling your home, your table and your guests
for your truly special moments: this is the Grail
that LEGLE can offer anybody who, through
the elements of earth and fire, seeks to possess a
moment of eternity.

The exhibition at Musée
des Arts décoratifs is the
first major tribute ever
paid to this major figure in
interior decoration. It takes
us chronologically through
eighty years of creation,
highlighting the skills and
knowledge defining Pierre
Frey’s spirit and vision.

Pierre Frey

at Hôtel Dauphine Saint Germain…
Pierre Frey, who was born
in 1903, started out in the
world of home furnishing
fabrics as a cutter for Maison
Burger at the age of 17. In
1937, he founded Maison
Pierre Frey at 47 rue des
Petits-Champs, where the
company’s registered office
still is today. The production
values he established have
remained unchanged thanks
to his three grandchildren
and his son, Patrick Frey,
who has been in charge of the
company since 1975.

Musée des Arts décoratifs
pays tribute to Pierre Frey, the
designer who signed the fabrics
and drapes of Hôtel Dauphine
Saint Germain.

It shows the stages
and techniques involved
in creating and producing
textiles, and gives an
insight into the fabric
publisher’s
profession.
Every Pierre Frey creation
is a close collaboration
between designer, weaver
and printer, all of whose
commitment is vital in
achieving the company’s
high quality standards.
The presentation of
fabrics and wallpapers
is
complemented
by
works from the museum’s
permanent collections and
creations by contemporary
artists brought together
specially for the occasion and
showing the considerable
impact that Pierre Frey has
made on current artistic
practices. Celebrating this
unique company’s history
and identity, this exhibition
takes visitors behind the
scenes of a furnishing fabrics
and wallpaper publishing
house to reveal its sources of
inspiration and production
methods.

From the sketch to the finished
product, the wealth of patterns,
colours and materials of the pieces
on display explore the creator’s
stylistic identity.

